
2016 Gala
By Kay Tornborg

The 65 or so Los Angeles City Historical Society Gala 
guests who risked the left turn into the St. Sophia 
Cathedral parking lot at rush hour, November 

15th were probably congratulating themselves (once the 
hyperventilating stopped). The LACHS Resident Event 
Planner, Claudine Ajeti, did it again with an unusual 
historic site and a lovely (Greek) dinner. The dining room, 
in the Huffington Center, next to the Cathedral, even had a 
roaring fire! Toasts were offered and greetings rang out.

Board Member Diane Kanner welcomed us and 
announced that membership numbers had gone up to a 
little over 500! All then made their way into the Cathedral 
for a history of the Cathedral by the Very Reverend Father 
John Bakus.

As with so many significant structures in this area, there 
is a ‘movie’ connection. After arriving on the West Coast 
from a successful nickelodeon in St. Louis, the Skouras 
brothers, Charles, Spyros and George, started the Fox 
West Coast Theater Chain, which later morphed into 20th 
Century Fox. Charles (or Charlie, as Father Bakus called 
him) was behind the project to build the Cathedral, making 
good on a promise to God that if he did well in the movie 
business he would build a magnificent church. And he kept 

his word. 
Charlie was a man with a vision and wasn’t too bound 

by tradition. He raised part of the money by going to 
companies that did business with the family’s theatres, 
like Pepsi Cola, as well as the traditional passing-the-hat 
method. 

The resulting basilica-form structure Father Bakus 
called a ‘personality-built’ church. Down front, on the left, 
the seating was for family and friends. On the right side of 
the aisle sat the trustees. The gold leaf that covers a large 
portion of the interior is there to create light...and light 
comes from inside, according to Charlie. 

The interior artwork was meant to evoke Renaissance 
iconography in its depictions of religious figures “family,” 
rendered by artist William Chavalas (who is buried, as is 
Charlie, in the chapel). 

It is impossible to overstate the role of light in one’s 
impression of the interior. The altar area is divided into a 
front section and a tall screen that separates the “holiest 
of holies,” all done in gold leaf and gold. At the sides of 
the nave (where the pews are) hang 17 Czechoslovakian 
crystal chandeliers, 3 of which weigh a ton each. There 
are 55 paintings of religious figures on the walls. If you 
missed the tour with Father Bakus you can Google St. 

Charley and Shirley Mims with Clark Robins. Lawrence B. de Graaf, Sherry and Kenneth Lewis, Laurence K. Brown.
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President’s Message

Happy New Year Everyone!

I hope you have all enjoyed the holiday season. We 
had a wonderful time at our holiday gala at Saint 
Sophia Cathedral in November. For those of you who 
didn’t make it I hope you enjoy the pictures in this 
edition of the newsletter. It is a wonderful venue, the 
staff were very accommodating, the Cathedral was 
beautiful and we heard an inspiring talk about the 
cathedral and the Greek Orthodox Church by Father 
Bakas.  

Thank you all for turning in your ballots for 
the board elections last November. We are happy 
to welcome two new members to the board. Oscar 
Chaparro was appointed to fill a vacancy on the board 
in November but was subsequently elected to a full 
term of his own. Louise Smith was also elected to join 
our board. Oscar and Louise both bring valuable web 
skills to the board that we will very much benefit from. 
Additionally, Gerry Hoppe, Charley Mims, and Beth 
Namei were re-elected to terms on the board.

We are working to bring you more events and 
please keep an eye out for our Marie Northrop Lecture 
notices, which will be staring up in March.

Thank you all for your ongoing support and let’s 
make 2017 a great year for LACHS!

Sincerely, 
Todd Gaydowski
President
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Welcome New Members
Dana Baldwin, Los Angeles • Jan Loomis, Poway

Pamela Wilson, Los Angeles
T. J. Nelson, Granada Hills

Joshua Nelson, Los Angeles • Craig Baker, Sylmar
Robin Evangelista, Los Angeles

Martin Zimmerman, Los Angeles
Julie Ann & Robert D. Ream, Santa Clarita

Betty Wall, Sherman Oaks
Rev. Laura V. and Dr. Fred Fregin, Los Angeles

Elizabeth Fenner, Los Angeles
Carol Mitchell, Marina del Rey ✪
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California African American Museum

By Anna Sklar

Shortly after the unveiling 
of the new African 
American Museum 

in Washington, D.C., it 
seemed appropriate for a 
visit to the California African 
American Museum located in 
Exposition Park.

So, on a weekday 
morning in November, 
I walked into a museum 
bustling with dozens of 
visitors in a vast open space 
and was immediately struck 
by a startling sculpture of 
an outhouse created by 
an old friend, artist John 
Outterbridge.

CAAM’S Executive 
Director George O. Davis 
greeted me and then walked 
me through the museum 
as dozens of visitors explored the extraordinary new 
exhibitions, most of which will close by February 19. 

Appointed by Governor Brown in the summer of 
2015, Davis had been on the board for a number of years. 
“It was a chance to change direction,” he told me, “I 
wanted to do God’s work.” With a management 
business background in broadcasting and 
media, he spent the first several months making 
institutional upgrades including a renovation 
of the interior as well as creating new exterior 
signage and brought in a lot of management 
changes. “The museum was a bit sleepy and 
not managed well,” he said. “It’s been about 
improving infrastructure, getting IT — the 
technology—upgraded, getting marketing 
and social media approved and launching 
a millennial council that will help us draw 
younger visitors to the museum,” he added. “It’s 
stuff that doesn’t necessarily show up on the 
wall.

“When the museum first opened in 1984,” 
Davis continued, “there was such a pride by the 
black community of having this museum, that 
in many ways, without us really thinking about 
it, there was a perception that it really was for 

African Americans. One of the 
things we’re really trying to do 
is to change and expand our 
mission. 

“When I first got this 
job I went to an exhibit at 
the Skirball Center. Similar 
to us they have a mission, a 
cultural specific museum, but 
the exhibit was Bill Graham, 
the rock and roll promoter, 
something I was interested in.” 
He was surprised by the scope 
of the exhibit that included 
images of such rock and roll 
giants as Janet Joplin, and the 
role that Graham played in 
the career of so many artists. 
“I never really knew Graham 
was Jewish,” he said. “People 
attending the exhibit were all 
nationalities. Skirball still met 
their mission, but the appeal 
was broader. And we’re trying 

to do the same thing here; that’s happening a lot with the 
new exhibits.”

In February 2016 Davis hired a new Deputy Director 
of Exhibitions and Programs, Naima J. Keith, who had 

continued on page 4

Photo of Genevieve Gaignet at CAAM.

Gaignet’s Little House Bedroom with Dolls at CAAM. 
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held curatorial positions at the Hammer 
Museum and the Studio Museum in Harlem. 
At CAAM’s press preview in the Fall of 2016, 
Keith explained that CAAM had decided 
to launch five exhibits simultaneously as a 
Fall season rather than stagger the openings 
over several months as a way to create greater 
excitement and leverage visitors for one exhibit 
to see the others. 

The five current exhibitions, each worthy of 
a visit in their own right, are: The Ease of Fiction, 
which features the work of four contemporary 
African artists living in the United States; 
Genvieve Gagniard’s Smell the Roses, the first 
museum show of the photographer whose 
work is often a commentary on race and 
identity; Politics, Race and Propaganda: The Nazi 
Olympics, Berlin 1936; Taking Place: Selections 
from the Permanent Collection; and the debut of 
Hank Willis Thomas’s video, Black Righteous Space.

We started our tour at Politics, Race and Propaganda: 
The Nazi Olympics, Berlin 1936, a traveling exhibition from 
the National Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C. 
The exhibit is in a 5,000-foot gallery, the largest in CAAM. 
There is no mistaking his pride as Davis accompanies me 
through the gallery. “This is a history exhibit,” he explains. 
“It’s been traveling for twenty years from the National 
Holocaust Museum. It’s never been in Los Angeles before. 
The Olympics exhibit was something I had in the pipeline 
before Ms. Keith came. I approved it before she came 
because I wanted to make sure we have some history to 

complement the art. By the way, the stadium that the 
Nazis built was modeled after the Los Angeles Coliseum 
because of the Olympics that happened here in 1932.” 

For two weeks in August 1936, Adolf Hitler’s 
dictatorship masked its racist, militarist character while 
hosting the Olympic Games. To divert attention from its 
anti-Semitic agenda and plans for territorial expansion, 
the regime exploited the Games to dazzle spectators 
with a false image of a peaceful, tolerant Germany. The 
extraordinary exhibition of photographs, audio and video 
presentation of speeches, dozens of special awards given 
to Olympian Jesse Owens and other American athletes 
provides a candid look at the Berlin Olympics that honors 

the true story of the Holocaust and the 
victory of L.A.’s heroes at the 1936 games. A 
poster in the exhibition includes a clipping 
from the New York Examiner with a headline: 
“Negroes pile up 70 of the 187 US Points.” A 
fact that will surprise many visitors. 

The exhibition evoked serious and often 
whispered or quiet contemplation by visitors. 
For CAAM, the traveling exhibition includes 
a number of additions, including a loan of 
one of Jesse Owens’ Gold Medals won in 
Berlin. Davis pointed out the Olympic Torch, 
used for the first time in 1936, loaned to 
CAAM by LA84 Foundation. “We didn’t 
curate it, we pretty much just set it up,” he 
said. In the background I could hear our 
National Anthem as it was played in Berlin 
in 1936. I was somewhat overwhelmed by 

CAAM, continued from page 3

Kitchen in Gaignet’s Small House at CAAM.

continued on page 10L & R: John Outterbridge, Outhouse.
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2016 Gala, continued from page 1

Diane and Edmond J. Clinton III.

Alison Rose Jefferson, Michael Alexander and Catherine Gudis.

Bob and Marcia Enger. Kay Tornborg, Laura and Fred Fegin.

continued on page 6

Sophia Cathedral and take a virtual tour, which is almost 
as breathtaking as being there in person. Three Los 
Angeles architects worked collaboratively on the design 
of the exterior and interior of the church: Gus Kalionzes, 
Charles A. Klingman and Albert R. Walker. The church 
was declared a Historic Cultural Monument by the city in 
1973. 

After we all returned to the Huffington Center, dinner 
began. There was a delicious array of Greek specialties, 
ending with baklava, for those of us who could stuff in one 
more thing.

Our speaker for the evening was Suzanne Muchnic, 
recent author of a handsome volume, LACMA So Far...
Portrait of a Museum in the Making. Her previous work, 
Odd Man In: Norton Simon and the Pursuit of Culture, was 
awarded the 2002 Donald Pflueger Local History Award by 
the Historical Society of Southern California. Her research 
for that book led directly to the LACMA project when she 
realized that no history of LACMA then existed, although 

there was no shortage of LACMA history to be written 
about.

She covered it, thoroughly and engagingly, from 
the planning days in Agricultural Park (later known as 
Exposition Park) to when it was dedicated on November 
6, 1913 as the Los Angeles Museum of History, Science 
and Art. That same weekend also saw the ceremonies for 
the completion of the LA Aqueduct. There was “pomp, 
circumstance and deep belief that the city had entered a 
new age.”

Muchnic was foresighted in gathering the history of an 
institution that, for many, has just always been there. Hers 
is a fascinating overview of the many personalities, donors 
and otherwise, that have influenced the development of 
LACMA...which is still going on today.

Diane again took the helm to introduce the Co-Chairs 
of the Awards Committee, Giao Luong Baker and Elizabeth 
Namei. Their brief descriptions of each award are notable 
for their thoughtful input.

Michael Holland, Anne Louise Bannon and Todd Gaydowski.
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The David G. Cameron Preservation Award was given 
to Las Angelitas del Pueblo.

The J. Thomas Owen History Award went to Betsy 
Kalin, Director and Producer of the documentary, East LA 
Interchange.

The Miriam Matthews Award was given, via Skype, 
to Viet Thanh Nguyen, author of The Sympathizer, which 
won the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. (The author was 
detained in New York for a film).

President Todd Gaydowski thanked the standing 
committee heads for their contributions during the year: 
Michael Holland, for the Marie Northrup Lecture Series 
planning; Sandi Hemmerlein for Members’ Events planning 
and Diane Kanner for all Membership duties. ✪

2016 Gala, continued from page 5

LACHS members 
listening to 
Reverend Father 
Bakas, 2016 Gala.

Altar inside St. 
Sophia Cathe-
dral, location for 
2016 Gala.

Chris Chew, Betsy Kalin, awardee, Director and Producer of East LA 
Interchange, Dr. Nayan Shah, accepting award on behalf of Dr. Viet Thanh 
Nguyen, Dr. Chris Finley.

Mary and Donald Sloper, Carol Michel, Carmela Funcello, Elizabeth 
Fenner.

Giaio Luong Baker,  Elizabeth Fenner, president of Las Angelitas del 
Pueblo, and Carmela Funiciell, Angelitas docent and board member.
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From the Mailbox

Although we continue to get the usual requests for 
genealogical assistance or research that we can’t 
undertake, some of our website visitors request 

information that is of interest, not only to them, but often 
results in intriguing stories, which we share below. All are 
edited from the original.

We received a request from a reader in Ontario, Canada 
researching an individual (Clayton Tilton Cochran) who 
lived in the LA area from 1925 until probably the mid 60s. 
The writer included information he had already found, but 
noted, “I am writing from Ontario, Canada so obviously, 
at present, I am limited to either internet or third party 
research. I wonder if someone from your organization 
might be able to direct me as to where I might look to find 
some biographical details of his life. I would appreciate 
any suggestions or guidance as to where to look and what 
resources might be available.”

Although at first glance, this might appear to be a 
request for genealogical research, it was clear that he had 
already done some intensive early research. So, we turned 
to Board Member Gerry Hoppe. And her response was 
fascinating.

She wrote back, “We regret we hold no resources that 
could possibly offer useful clues on the life and times of 
Clayton Tilton Cochran, who you say lived in Los Angeles 
from 1925 to the mid 1960s.

“I made a pass at Internet searching for what I could 
find myself on Clayton Tilton Cochran, and came across a 
few tantalizing bits of information that may prove useful to 
you: 

“Cochran was engaged in the real estate business, with 
headquarters at Boston, Massachusetts, until recently when 
he became connected with a manufacturing company in 

YES! I would like to become a member of the Los Angeles City Historical Society.
Membership Application (Membership may also be submitted at www.lacityhistory.org)
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continued on page 8
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Pennsylvania. His synoptic account of his life since 1910 
follows: “First year out of college, roustabout in oil fields 
of California and Oklahoma. Second year, incapacitated by 
typhoid fever. Third and fourth years, real estate business in 
Boston. Fifth and sixth years, land business in New England 
and Florida. 

“There’s a U.S border crossing record…from St. Albans, 
Canada, to Vermont—dated 1910, when Clayton was 22. 
In it, he listed himself as single and a student. He also said 
he was of Scotch descent and bound for Bridgeport, Conn., 
where his father lived.

“Clayton Tilton Cochran was not a U.S. citizen when 
he registered for the U.S. Army draft in Pennsylvania in 
June 5, 1916 (World War I). On the registration form, he 
described himself as 28 years old, single, and that he worked 
as a metallurgist for Carnegie Steel Co. in Munhall, PA. He 
also said he was tall, had a slender build, blue 
eyes and light hair. 

“At age 58, Clayton Tilton Cochran 
married Mathilde Helene Veuve—age 52 and 
originally from Switzerland—in Los Angeles 
County on June 21, 1947.

“This is the best I could do for you! 
Geraldine “Gerry” Hoppe”

Gerry also provided several of the internet 
sources she located for the reader, who was 
extremely grateful and wrote back:

“Dear Gerry
“This is terrific! Thank you very much. 

When I contacted your organization, my 
hope was that perhaps some like-minded 
historian would be able to suggest whatever 
local archives or repositories would be available 
to contact. I had not expected that someone 
would be willing to take it upon themselves to actually do 
research for me.

“Some of what you have passed along is interesting to 
say the least. I am sure that this will now provide further 
clues to follow up on. Very curious that you found some 
personal detail on both Ancestry and Family Search. I 
belong to both and have plugged in different Cochran data 
without any of the marriage documents coming up.

“Again I thank you, both for your time and interest. It 
is very much appreciated.” And signed off with his regards.

An unusual request from the Holocaust Museum in 
Washington, D.C came somewhat coincidentally while 
their traveling exhibition Politics, Race and Propaganda: The 
Nazi Olympics, Berlin 1936 was on display at the California 
African American Museum.

“Dear Colleagues:

“The US Holocaust Memorial Museum is working on 
an exhibition due to open in 2018 which will examine what 
Americans knew about the Holocaust and the treatment 
of Jews in Nazi Germany, and the various pressures which 
informed policy regarding Jewish refugees in the 1930s. 
Our curator, Danny Greene (Northwestern University), has 
run across a photo which he is curious to know more about. 
It depicts a line of men walking in front of a large billboard 
which says ‘Jobless Men Keep Going We Can’t Take Care of 
Our Own —Chamber of Commerce.’ 

“The photo is all over the web, with various 
attributions. We got it from the FDR Library, who say 
only that it is attributed to a John E. Allen, 1933, and 
is supposed to be Los Angeles. They referred us to the 
National Archives, and I am awaiting their answer. Other 
sources say it is a WPA photo, or a still taken from newsreel 
footage. Still other sources claim it is a fake billboard made 

for the 1933 Warner Brother’s movie Heroes for Sale. A 
quick search for John E. Allen suggests it is a company 
which reclaims and restores old film footage for stock use.

“The question is: do you have any knowledge or 
any record of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce 
putting up any billboards like this? It could help us verify 
information about the photo. If it was a prop, naturally 
we wouldn’t want to consider using it in the exhibit. If it 
was genuine, then Warners could have chosen to film on 
location, I suppose. 

“If you can give us any information about this, we 
would be very grateful.”

I did some additional sleuthing and contacted Paul 
Wormser, the former U. S. National Archives Director for 
the Pacific Area, currently the Executive Director of the 
Sherman Library and Gardens in Newport Beach. He also 

continued on page 9

From the Mailbox, continued from page 7
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did a bit of research
“I did a little sleuthing and I think that your source 

is actually a segment of motion picture film held by 
John E. Allen, Inc. (www.allenarchives.com), which is 
a motion picture stock footage company. The site has a 
search function that comes up with a short segment of film 
matching the description. (Here is the link to my search, 
which may or may not work: http://www.allenarchive.com/
db/shotDetails.php?pId=2324) After looking at the image 
and another that is very similar, they appear to me to be 
scans of film frames. With luck, Allen Archives has some 
information about the source of the film and the location of 
the billboard.” 

After receiving this message, the curator at the 
Holocaust Museum wrote back: “I didn’t go to the Allen 
Archives, but it is a still from a film clip, Paul was right 

about that. A little more digging, it seems to be a still from 
a 1933 Warner Brothers’ film called Heroes for Sale, directed 
by William Wellman. Our curator won’t use it now that 
we know it was staged, although we are curious if the sign 
was real & Wellman filmed on location or if it was a prop 
backdrop for the scene.

“I’ve had two queries in to the photo archives from the 
L.A. Public Library but not one word. Your tip gave me 
a new avenue to track. For an all-volunteer organization, 
you are ahead of the ball! (I might be mixing up my sports 
metaphors, here.)”

No one was answering the email at Allen Archives, and 
no one from the Chamber of Commerce had responded to 
her request, so I looked at billboard images housed at the 
City Archives and forwarded a few showing how they all 
differed from the Allen photo and all of which followed city 
billboard ordinances.

I was thanked a second time: 
“These photos are great, by the way. They put a lot of 

thought into making the billboards look attractive back 
then. Thank you again for all of your help, I think we’ve got 
enough to keep us going. I really appreciate your hard work 
and please thank your colleagues.”

A final inquiry:
“I’m writing a short article for a hobby magazine about 

American double decker buses running on regular transit 
routes. One of the cities operating them—although only on 
a single route as far as I know was Los Angeles. As the LA 
historical society could you confirm if my information is 
correct?” 

He included more information about the Los Angeles 
Bus Company that was established in 1923, as well as 
requesting information on the number of double deck buses 
operating in the city, noting that he had seen a clip from a 

Harold Lloyd film where Lloyd was riding on 
one of the buses. And he requested a lot more 
information, for which I turned to our board 
member John E. Fisher, retired Assistant 
General Manager for the city’s transportation 
department.

John’s response: 
“For the history of the double deck 

buses on Wilshire, perhaps the best source is 
From Railway to Freeway: Pacific Electric and 
the Motor Coach, by Eli Bail. It should be 
available on the used market, or at a larger 
public library. I have a copy of this book and 
can send you the relevant pages. Eli’s book 
also describes another double-deck operation, 
in the early 1910s along Venice Blvd.

“Photos in the book are credited (mostly 
to the Motor Bus Society). I think other 

photos should be available at Metro’s transportation library 
as well. Please let me know if you need anything else.” John 
included a copy of a photo and cited the source as well, 
suggesting that the photo was taken at the intersection of 
Wilshire Boulevard and Western Avenue, circa 1929 or 
1930.

Charles P. Hobbs cph1776@yahoo.com Author of 
Hidden History of Transportation in Los Angeles (History 
Press) http://www.morethanredcars.com

And once again, we received a gracious response: 
“I really appreciate the response because its a struggle to 
find something new about toy/model cars and other sources 
of transportation, but since model American cars are 
popular, it’s not such a jump to buses. Most people associate 
double deckers with London and I’m trying to expand 
horizons.” ✪

From the Mailbox, continued from page 8
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the vast canvas of the exhibition, and 
delighted that Davis led me on the tour. 
Like all the other current exhibitions at 
CAAM Politics, Race and Propaganda: 
The Nazi Olympics, Berlin 1936 will 
close February 19.

In discussing his vision of CAAM, 
Davis said, “I think of it as more of a 
Ken Burns approach as opposed to old 
style where someone is sitting behind a 
desk with book. It might be interesting 
what he’s saying, but its not visually 
appealing. The same thing is true with 
a lot of museums that have a lot of 
interesting things, but the exhibits don’t 
really pop. The old school approach 
doesn’t appeal to younger people. We’re 
taking a proactive method with social 
media, to move toward a younger 
demographics: a turnaround kind of 
role and its been completely successful. We do our own 
exhibits. We have lots of curators, a staff of 25 people, we 
make the fabrics, have an exhibit coordinator, we do all the 
things here.”

CAAM was able to add a prestigious affiliation when 
it became a Smithsonian affiliate in 2016—the fourth 
affiliate in Los Angeles, joining the California Science 
Center, LA Plaza de Cultura y Artes, and the Japanese 
American National Museum.

“It gives us a lot of access to their collections,” Davis 
said. “But another way of looking at it is we’re still 3,000 
miles away. At the fall season opening we had food trucks 
and dj’s, something the East Coast museums don’t do so 
much. So it’s more of a California thing. It’s a different 

kind of approach than the East Coast.’’
“Our mission is art history and culture. We’re a state 

museum. This Fall season opening we had over 1,500 
people which was really successful, with great media 
coverage, and I would say that 80-85% of the people were 
under 40 which is gold in the museum world. Naima 
is under 35 years old, and she has a good sense of what 
younger people want. I went with what she wanted and it 
was very successful.

“City, county and government is different from the 
world I came from. I’d never worked for government 
before and compared to a smaller state, our capitol is 
400 miles away. Then I have a board that I report to plus 
Sacramento, so it’s a very complicated operation.” 

Several people were crowded into the small gallery of 
work by Genevieve Gaignard, Smell the Roses. This is the 
first solo museum exhibition of the work of Gaignard, who 
Keith writes, in a text accompanying the exhibit, “uses 
installation, photographic self-portraiture, and sculpture 
to explore race, femininity, and class—and their various 
intersections. The daughter of a black father and white 
mother in a Massachusetts mill town, Gaignard’s youth 
was marked by a strong sense of invisibility. Was her family 
white enough to be white? Black enough to be black?” 

Another larger gallery features the work of Hank Willis 
Thomas: Black Righteous Space.

In this audio-activated multimedia presentation, 
Thomas explores the black experience in the United States. 
Politically charged and manipulated symbols are projected 
onto the gallery walls, changing, vibrating, and moving 

CAAM, continued from page 5

Politics, Race and Propoganda, Holocaust Museum.

continued on page 11Visitors at Berlin Exhibit.
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CAAM, continued from page 6

when activated by sound. One of these symbols, the 
Confederate flag, is recast using colors associated with the 
Black Nationalist party (red, black, and green). More than 
fifty speakers, singers, and spoken-word artists overlay the 
images and share their observations on racism, equality, 
injustice, and life in America. During periodic moments of 
silence on the audio track, the single microphone standing 
in the middle of the installation invites the visitor to speak 

up and add her own dialogue to the work. 
The Ease of Fiction, which will also close on February 

19, features works by four African artists living in the 
United States. It includes recent paintings, drawings, and 
sculptural works by Ruby Onyinyechi Amanze (b. 1982, 
Nigeria), Duhirwe Rushemeza (b. 1977, Rwanda), Sherin 
Guirguis (b. 1974, Egypt), and Meleko Mokgosi (b. 1981, 
Botswana).

Politics, Race and Propoganda, Holocaust Museum. On loan to CAAM from Ron Burkhardt.

continued on page 12

Politics, Race and Propoganda, Holocaust Museum.“Jews are our Misfortune.”

CAAM, continued from page 10
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The exhibition’s title suggests that people are often 
more comfortable accepting or believing what is told 
to them by those in power, rather than challenging and 
investigating the authenticity of information. The works 
interweave personal experiences and memories into a 
broader historical context. Although these artists are from 
Africa, CAAM notes that their work addresses universal 
issues that are relevant across all borders.

 Taking Place: Selections from the Permanent Collection 
includes photographs and paintings that depict urban 
scenes, rural landscapes, and visions of the African 
diaspora, all of which speak to notions of history and 
home among African Americans. Notes accompanying 
the exhibition: “Richard Mayhew’s abstract paintings 
epitomize love and respect for the land, while works by 
Frank Williams and Dewey Crumpler celebrate its sheer 
beauty and spiritual connotations. Landscapes by Robert 
Duncanson and Edward Bannister assert the artists’ 

existence and claim ownership for future generations.”
The California landscape is reflected in breathtaking 

photographs of the town of Allensworth 30 miles north 
of Bakersfield. The town was founded by Colonel Allen 
Allensworth in 1908, California’s first black-founded, 
financed, and governed town. It never recovered from the 
Great Depression, but in 1976, the site was recognized 
as an historical state park, dedicated to the memory of 
Colonel Allensworth. Davis noted that the Allensworth 
Park “is the African American park, the only museum 
other than ours in California.”

This exhibit will close February 26, 2017
Davis said that the state legislature recently 

appropriated $2 million extra for maintenance of CAAM. 
The museum also rents out its conference center. “We have 
dinners, luncheons, and a lot of rentals in here, it could 
be a Gala, we had a book signing for Connie Chacon; we 
had Secretary Clinton here meeting community leaders, so 
we’ve had a lot of high profile events here in the evening,” 
Davis added.

“With the new museum in D.C., that’s more of a 
history museum, so people have some expectation of some 
history. We do plan to have future exhibits that will offer 
some additional California history. But it won’t be just an 
exhibit of busts and plaques, it will be very informational, 
but we want the history exhibits to pop similar to what you 
see here. 

“The city is becoming known as an art hub and many 
of those artists are African American like Mark Bradford 
and so in the past we’d frankly be lazy. In the past there 
were not a lot of options for African-American artists 
except for CAAM and there weren’t a lot of galleries either. 
Now the arts have taken off and they’re in mainstream 
museums around the world and the galleries are repping 
more African American artists. 

Davis concluded the interview by saying, “We’re not 
the only game in town, which causes us to step up our 
game.” ✪

Allensworth Farm from Taking Place: Selections from Permanent 
Exhibitions.

L & R: Hank Willis Thomas Black Righteous Space.

CAAM, continued from page 11
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BOOK 
REVIEW

LAND OF SMOKE AND MIRRORS: A Cultural History of Los 
Angeles, by Vincent Brook. New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 
2013. 301 pp. Illustrations, Notes, Index. Paper, $27.95.

By Abe Hoffman

Provocative and at times exasperating, Vincent Brook’s 
dissection of Los Angeles history follows in the 
tradition of Carey McWilliams and Mike Davis, 

whose works have criticized much and praised little about 
the City of Angels. Brook defines “Los Angeles” three ways: 
city, county, and region, in effect equating Los Angeles 
with southern California. This broad definition allows 
him to include Ventura and Hemet, places not usually 
considered part of Los Angeles. As for the subtitle stating 
“cultural history,” the term is open to multiple meanings. 
Brook//ins bio// applies it to cultural anthropology, racial 
divisions and prejudice, and to movies and novels that have 
used Los Angeles as a setting.

Brook begins with an introductory chapter dealing 
mainly with the Tongva, the region’s original inhabitants, 
and the fate that befell them when Spanish missionaries, 
soldiers, and settlers arrived. The main narrative is divided 
into three parts: “Original Si(g)n City,” “L.A. Noir,” 
and “Multicultural L.A.” Brook sees the history of Los 
Angeles as a series of palimpsests, one layer succeeding 
another, though some overlap. Each layer supersedes the 
previous one, as Spanish colonial rule gives way to Mexican 
province, following by Yankee Boomtown which runs 
from 1880 to 1929. The topmost layers run to the present: 
Hollywood layer, L.A. Noir layer, Military Industrial Layer 
(which he ends in 1991), and Multicultural Layer.

Brook exposes a history which White Anglo-Saxon 
Protestants (WASPs) dominated Los Angeles economically, 
politically, socially, and racially. His A-List of movers and 
shakers includes the usual suspects: Harrison Gray Otis, 
Harry Chandler, Moses Sherman, and, as exceptions to 
the WASP dominance, Jewish move studio moguls. The 
“smoke and mirrors” of the title refers to the image and 
reality perpetuated by the movers and shakers. They created 
a Los Angeles that was proclaimed as a “white spot,” 
meaning the city offered a haven for WASPs who enjoyed 
a temperate climate free of intemperate union activists and 
non-whites. Of course, Mexicans, Asians, working-class 
Jews, and African Americans were still there; the smoke 
and mirrors simply rendered them invisible. In place of 
actual history, the novel Ramona spawned a mythical past 
to which Brook devotes two chapters that contrast the 
actuality and the myth.

The heart of the book 
examines the movies and 
novels (including the 
movies made from novels) 
that describe the City 
of Angels as a dark and 
corrupt place. Raymond 
Chandler and James M. 
Cain occupy center stage, but Brook also offers extended 
comments on long-forgotten novels such as Don Ryan’s 
Angel’s Flight (1927) and Raoul Whitfield’s Death in a Bowl 
(1931). He has much to say about the film Chinatown 
(1974), and while he notes the historical distortions in 
Robert Towne’s screenplay, he still endorses the work for 
its exposure of corruption in high places. The last part of 
the book, Multicultural L.A., has cutely named chapters 
on LAtinos, bLAcks, LAsians, and LAnglos and LAgbts. 
Again, he deals with novels and films about these groups, 
many of them low-budget and little-known productions.

Brook’s research base is quite narrow. For his sources of 
quotations and historical context, he settles for one or two 
books and overlooks recent studies. He cites Leonard Pitt’s 
Decline of the Californios, an important seminal work, but 
it was published in 1966, and more recent scholarly books 
that supplement or revise Pitt’s work are ignored. 

There are also an unacceptable number of factual 
errors, misspelling of names, and questionable assertions. 
Some examples include misspelling of Jim Carrey, Luise 
Rainer, Jose Huizar, Ana de Begue Packman, and Benjamin 
D. Wilson (not D.B. Wilson); stating that Monterey 
and San Francisco were pueblos (they were not), Hiram 
Johnson elected governor and subsequently U.S. senator, 
not the other way around; Shelley v Kraemer (1948) a U.S. 
Supreme Court decision about a St. Louis couple suing on 
racial covenants, not a California court decision. Brook 
confuses deportation and repatriation, separate policies 
by which Mexicans left the United States during the 
Great Depression. He also refers to Christina Sterling as 
Christina Stevenson. His reference to the Ramona plaque 
erected by several organizations “and Billy Holcomb” may 
mystify readers unfamiliar with the Billy Holcomb Chapter 
of the Ancient and Honorable Order of E Clampus Vitus. 
His citing of Howard Blum’s American Lightning utilizes a 
fictional novel for historical references. The list goes on.

continued on page 14
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Despite its flaws, Land of Smoke and Mirrors is an 
entertaining work, but it should be used with caution. Los 
Angeles—city, county, region, image, metaphor—has a 
dark side to its history, and Brook succeeds in reminding 
us about this. At the end, however, he concedes “that Los 
Angeles has come a long way since the days when Indians 

Land of Smoke and Mirrors, continued from page 13 were slaughtered, Chinese massacred, Mexicans deported, 
Japanese interned, blacks brutalized, gays and lesbians 
harassed, and all groups symbolically annihilated” (p 242). 
I guess this acknowledgment of recent improvements in 
race relations and other issues is a compliment of sorts. But 
that’s just a guess.

Abe Hoffman is a professor of history at L.A.C.C. and 
a continuing contributor to the newsletter. ✪

New Board Member
 

We are delighted to welcome board 
member Oscar Danilo Chaparro, 
who has been our webmaster since 

2014. He revamped our current website 
adding an online store facilitating the online 
membership process as well as implemented 
the current social media suite. He currently 
is working to bring online a completely new 
website for LACHS.

Danilo is a native Angeleno who grew 
up in Eagle Rock and is currently working 
in Bellevue, Washington, although he does try to make as 
many meetings of the board as he can.

He joined LACHS because he says, “I’m fascinated by 
LA’s history. I lived right next door to Occidental College 
growing up and got to meet a lot of celebrities who would 
play in the All-Star Celebrity Games.” He served in the 
Marine Corps for four years serving as a helicopter power-
plants specialist

 Danilo is a man of many talents, with more than 
twenty-five years experience as a project program manager 
and trainer who is responsible for IT business development 
and project management for clients in such varied industries 
as education, philanthropy, healthcare, and the financial 
services sector. He also trains others and assists “qualified 
project managers in preparing for PMI certification as 

project managers.” This includes conducting 
eight-to-thirty-five-hour workshops and 
exam prep boot camps.

In addition Danilo “provides clients with 
video, music, art, photography (including 
aerial photography), production and 
support services. This includes the creation 
of promotional packages including demo 
CDs, demo reels, etc., as well as promotional 
support for websites, social media marketing 
campaigns for artists, musicians, actors, and 

producers.”
Danilo is a commercial helicopter pilot as well as 

an independent contractor, a job he has held for the 
past nineteen years where he’s “pilot-in-command for 
cross-country helicopter ferry flights. I also arrange for 
photography and film shoot flights for clients.”

And, finally, for almost ten years from 2001 to 2010, 
years he was a part-time Spanish language interpreter 
translator for such government agencies as the Department 
of Homeland Security and other international military and 
law enforcement agencies, with a security clearance from 
DHS.

We are extremely pleased to have him as a board 
member. ✪

As Los Angeles has 
finally begun to 
receive some real 
rain, we thought 
you'd like to see 
these photos from 
the massive floods of 
1938.

Stonehurst Avenue Washout over the Tujunga Wash, 
March 1938.

Magnolia Avenue Bridge March 1938.
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Slice of the Old West in Plain Sight in Buena Park
By Diane Kanner

As a loudspeaker broadcast an 
exuberant version of “The Star 
Spangled Banner” throughout 

the grounds of Buena Park’s Knott’s 
Berry Farm, twenty LACHS members 
lined up for a guided tour of the park’s 
open-air Ghost Town as it opened 
September 29.

Our guide Jean Strickland, the 
supervisor for the park’s educations 
program, had visited the amusement 
park since her Anaheim childhood, yet 
some of her stories seemed too good to 
be true. Did Cordelia Knott’s family 
really come west in a covered wagon? 
Implausible, but the image of western 
migration did fit into the setting. In 
point-of-fact, Walter and Cordelia 
Knott first came to Buena Park in 1920, 
and began farming on a 20-acre lot in 
1927, selling rhubarb, asparagus, and 
berries from a roadside stand abutting 
the farm. Shortly afterward, in 1928, Cordelia opened a tea 
room on present-day Beach Boulevard where she sold her 
homemade jams and jellies.  

Vintage late 19th and early 20th century structures 
imported by Walter Knott for “California's First Theme 
Park” filled imaginary streets. A hotel relocated from 
Prescott, Arizona. Schoolhouses from both Kansas and 
Los Angeles County’s Slauson Avenue. A train engine 
previously deserted on a piece of track in Death Valley 
and reincarnated as “Old Betsy.” The former Downey 
post office. A 126-year-old blacksmith shop with a 

working blacksmith at the forge. Even 
a “Museum to the Old West” filled 
with case after case of artifacts. One 
establishment was created despite 
Mrs. Knott’s objections—a supposed 
bordello called “Goldie’s Place.”

Some facts were familiar. Walter 
Knott created the boysenberry in 
1932—a cross between a raspberry, 
a loganberry, and a blackberry. 
He named it after his friend 
Rudolph Boysen who had originally 
attempted—but failed—to create a 
new strain of berry. Cordelia pitched in 
during the Depression and expanded 
the stand to serve fried chicken dinners 
on her wedding china. “By 1940,” 
Jean, said, “people were waiting two 
to three hours for lunch, so Mr. Knott 
decided he would build something to 
amuse the crowd. He officially opened 
his ghost town in 1941.”

By the time nearby Disneyland was 
completed in 1955, the Knotts, who 

were invited by Walt Disney himself to the opening, had 
become fearful that their own roadside attraction would 
seem too homespun and they would lose patrons to the 
more sophisticated Disney park. But Walter and Cordelia, 
who died in 1981 and 1974 respectively, found that 
business had never been better. Knott went on to build 
a ghost town in Calico, California, and his Buena Park 
complex added more ghost town destinations and more 
amusement rides, plus live action gunfights and roller-
coaster rides.

Today Knotts Berry Farm is owned and operated 
by Cedar Fair, which acquired it in 1997. The farm has 
expanded from 20 acres to its current 160 acres. The 
berry fields of the 1920s are now filled with motels along 
Beach Boulevard, the original site of the roadside stand on 
Highway 39—the route between Los Angeles and Newport 
Beach. And the jams and jellies, which are still sold at the 
farm, are now owned by Smucker Farms and presumably 
changed somewhat to fit modern health standards to be 
sold nationwide. 

One of the guests, Julie Ann Ream, said she feared that 
one day the Ghost Town would be “taken over by more 
rides and roller coasters. It is such valuable real estate.”

The event was organized by Sandi Hemmerlein of the 
LACHS Board. ✪Knotts Berry Farm tour leader Jean and LACHS tour coordinator  

Sandi Hemmerlein.

Galloping Goose Train Robber.
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